n i s poper presents the Prolemy Ilframework fhar supports the visual modeling and design of heterogeneous systems. Models in thisfromework are structured as hierarchical clustered graphs. The framework provides the infrastructure to support the implementation ofn variety of models ofcompuration as domains. Hererogeneous systems are modeled by hierarchically combining different domains. We describe the implementntion ofthe *chartsformnlism (a genernliznrion ofSmtecharts) in Ptolemy I1 as an illustration oftheflexibility ofthis approach.
Introduction
approach to designing complex embedded systems, which often have many concurrent computational activities and mix widely differing operdtions. Such systems are often modeled and designed using a variety of models of computation. Visual languages, with their ability to explicitly represent lhe concurrent activities and distributed stmcture of the target systems, can greatly help the designers to understand and reason about system behaviors. To apply visual languages in the design of heterogeneous systems, it is crucial for these languages to support multiple models of computation in a structured way.
An important class of visual languages that supports heterogeneous modeling is pioneered by Statecharts, proposed by Hare1 [31. The 'charts formalism (pronounced "starcharts") [21 generalizes Statecharts, and allows arbitrary hierarchical nesting of finite state machines (FSMs) with a variety of models of computation,
Component-based design is established as an important
This paper presents Ptolemy II [I] , a visual design environment that supports the modeling and design of complex heterogeneous systems. This environment is based on an abstract syntax of clustered graphs. A variety of models of computation, which define the semantics of the graph, are implemented as Ptolemy I1 domains. This framework for visual languages, and the implementation of the *cham formalism, are discussed in the following sections.
The Ptolemy I1 framework

Abstract syntax
In Ptolemy 11, system models are represented as clustered graphs of entities and relations. The abstract syntax for such clustered graphs is illustrated in figure 1. E l is a composite enriry . E2, E3 and E4 are component enrities , which are at the bottom of the hierarchy. A composite entity may contain other composite entities, so the hierarchy can be arbitrarily nested. Entities have circles. Relations, shown as diamonds, connect the ports.
Executable entities porn, shown as filled
The executable entities in Ptolemy II are called actors They encapsulate compulation and communicate with one another via some form of message passing. In addition, actors have an interface that allows fine-grained control of their execution. Like entities, actors can be composite.
Domains and message passing
In Ptolemy 11, a channel of communication is implemented by an object called a share a basic interface, but may implement different communication protocols, such as synchronous or asynchronous message passing. These different protocols, together with the execution control mechanism, define a set of Ptolemy II domains. Each domain implements a model of computation. When heterogeneous systems are modeled in Ptolemy 11, are h ierarchically commultiple models of computation bined.
*charts
The *charts formalism allows nesting FSMs with a varety of models of computation at any level in a heterogeneous model. For example, a state in a n FSM can be refined tu a DE model and a DE actor can contain a n FSM. The *charts formalism is implemented in the FSM
Modal systems
Many real-life systems exhibit multiple modes of operation. We use the term modal to describe such systems and their models. Using the FSM domain, we can build modal models in a natural way. After identifying the modes of operation. a model for each mode is built, possibly in different domains. Then a mode controller (an FSM encoding the mode control logic) is constructed: its states represent the modes of operation.
Conclusion
a general abstract syntax, with the semantics given by a variety of models of computation. This approach suppolu the *charts formalism in a straightforward way.
We have developed a formal framework to study the communication protocols implemented by the receivers in Ptolemy I1 domains. More information about this framework and the holemy If project in general can be found in the Ptolemy II web site [41.
